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Executive Summary 

 
Rutgers University’s Managing Growing Ventures presents the following comprehensive 

business analysis for SendaRide (SaR) that'll offer insights into areas of strength and weaknesses 
present within the business, as well as a course of action aligned with the blitzscaling 
methodology. Based on a combination of market research, interactions with the SendaRide 
leadership team and our own areas of expertise, we were able to assess the current state of the 
business within the non-emergency ridesharing market and identify which steps must be taken to 
fully capitalize on SaR’s existing assets and neutralize the effects of the business structure’s 
inherent growth-limiting factors. By applying the blitzscaling framework specifically, our team 
was able to quickly isolate Lack of Operational Scalability as the strongest limiting factor that 
needs to be mitigated.  

Our analysis yielded four primary courses of action which we recommend that SendaRide 
implement to best position them for rapid growth in the environment of uncertainty. Our first 
recommendation is that SaR license their in-house intellectual property of a “take-over video 
chat” feature to other ride-sharing companies and police departments. Licensing the patented 
technology would serve as an additional revenue channel and a method of increasing market 
share without sacrificing equity through another round of funding. The second recommended 
course of action pertains to the order and method with which SendaRide will be expanding and 
launching in new cities. Our team offers an in-depth strategy as to how to best schedule the 
expansion in order to limit wait time between drivers being recruited and rides being scheduled. 
SendaRide has set the goal of launching in three new cities by the end of the calendar year and 
we recommend that in addition to the Dallas expansion, SaR should select Houston and Chicago 
as subsequent launch sites. Our third recommendation suggests a complete reconception of 
SendaRide’s marketing through implementing an inbound marketing campaign. Marketing for 
any B2B company can be quite challenging, and the healthcare industry is notoriously difficult to 
sell within. Thus, we offer a full range of detailed suggestions as to how SaR can increase their 
brand awareness and lead generation. Lastly, based on our research of competitor strategies and 
after assessing product/market fit, we have proposed several new product features. The objective 
of developing these features is to broaden the variety of riders to who SaR can provide a unique 
value proposition.  

In addition to our analysis of SendaRide’s current business position and our 
recommended course of action, we included a projected cost-breakdown at the end our our 
report, with which we could assist SaR in the effective implementation of the proposed 
strategies. We look forward to working closely with SendaRide throughout their journey to 
blitzscaling.  
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Business Snapshot:  

Overview of Firm 
SendaRide (SaR) is a corporation verified by the Better Business Bureau (BBB) that provides a 
customizable service solution which offers non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) for 
patients in need of on-demand or scheduled rides to their appointments. The company has 
headquarters in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. SendaRide partners with hospitals, health providers, 
living centers, and families to ensure patients arrive safely at their appointments. SaR 
emphasizes safety in its ride service by tracking GPS coordinates, recording the audio of each 
ride, and hiring only qualified and thoroughly vetted drivers. All drivers, referred to as care 
partners, are recruited from the healthcare 
industry, and understand the patience and 
compassion required to meet unique patient 
circumstances. Currently, SaR offers its 
service in Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and Dallas, 
and is rapidly expanding across the southern 
United States within the next year to offer 3 
more locations (see Figure 1). SaR employs 
ninety-four care partners across its three 
locations, four full-time employees, three 
part-time employees, and two consultants. The 
corporation has been in business since 2017; 
SendaRide is in the business of people, 
ensuring patient safety one ride at a time. 

  
 
Target Customers 

SendaRide targets both medical facilities and stand-alone consumers in need of its services. SaR 
is currently focused on acquiring hospital contracts as they offer access to a larger market of 
target users. 
 

● The fragile and elderly who do not have access to proper transportation. These 
individuals commonly miss medical appointments and hospital visits due to lack 
of access to transportation.  

● Chronically ill patients who are not physically fit to drive and frequently visit 
hospitals or treatment centers for follow-up appointments.  

● Hospitals and clinics that experience a large number of appointment 
cancellations or no-shows. Hospitals and clinics lose billions of dollars each year 
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due to no-shows and cancellations, which makes them excellent customers for 
SendaRide. 

 
Main Products 

SendaRide’s main product is non-emergency transportation for medical patients and the 
elderly. As a first-scaler in the industry, SendaRide’s main differentiators include partnerships 
with hospitals and health care providers, an extensive network of healthcare industry drivers 
vetted by a rigorous process of training, certification, and checkpoints, and the ability to create a 
custom roadmap for each rider through scheduled and on-demand bookings.  

SendaRide prioritizes patient safety and that all drivers follow a strict protocol throughout 
the length of each pickup. SendaRide owns intellectual property that allows the video and audio 
of a car ride to be automatically recorded and monitored in case of emergency. Drivers do not 
have the ability to start or stop the recording, or interfere with it in any way; it begins and ends 
with the ride itself. This is a proactive mechanism to protect both drivers and riders, and has not 
been implemented by any other competitor in the marker.  

 
Key Competitors 
As of now, Sendaride has seven primary competitors. RoundTrip is a medical 

transportation service that drives patients to hospitals and doctors offices. RoundTrip operates in 
fifteen states and acquired $1.9 million in VC funding in 2018. Circulation is another 
non-emergency medical transportation service. Circulation received $10.5 million in funding in 
2017 and was acquired by LogisticCare in September 2018. Circulation operates in Boston and 
other locations on the east coast. Veyo is a NEMT company and it is in seven states. Veyo works 
with Medicaid patients who do not have access to proper transportation for hospital visits and 
medical appointments. LyftBusiness is the NEMT branch of Lyft. This service involves driving 
patients to appointments and picking up prescriptions for patients. LyftBusiness uses normal 
drivers and does not have specific drivers for this branch of the business. SafeRide is a NEMT 
service that partners with Lyft to ensure that patients have a proper transportation. Uber Health is 
the NEMT branch of Uber. Uber Health gives proper transportation to patients. Like 
LyftBusiness, Uber Health drivers can be any normal Uber driver, which means that Uber is 
attempting to teach their drivers compassion. SendaRide, on the other hand, carefully recruits 
compassionate caregivers from the healthcare industry, vets them against a rigorous certification 
and training process, and simply adds driving. This is why SaR is the only clear choice for 
medical institutions and families to partner with.  

In regard to product features, competitors like Lyft and Uber offer a wider variety of 
health care related destinations, in addition to a multiple stops option. SendaRide does not 
currently offer either of these product features. Additionally, Zoom is a ride service for seniors 
that operates in Passaic and Bergen Counties in New Jersey. Zoom’s main differentiator from 
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SaR is that drivers are allowed to assist passengers if requested, which is not currently covered 
by SaR’s service. 

 

 
 

Operations 
To maximize rides booked, SaR targets hospitals and treatment centers that have many 

patients that consistently have appointments and may not have access to a form of transportation 
with drivers that can help get them from their door to the vehicle and from the vehicle to the 
right wing of a large labyrinth-like building. Leveraging their networks, SaR contacts hospital 
CEOs and presents how SaR can cut cost by minimizing appointment no-shows. The hospital 
can then sign a contract with SaR, making SaR their official NEMT service of choice. Currently, 
SaR provides training to hospital staff to teach them how to use the SaR portal, so that they can 
then book rides on behalf of the patients. SaR is working on a way to integrate into each 
hospital’s electronic health records platform to facilitate and streamline the implementation 
process. Although rides through SaR are covered by insurances such as Medicare and BCBS, 
most of the company’s revenue comes directly from hospital taxi budgets, effectively 
minimizing days sales outstanding as insurance tends to take longer before paying. 3% of SaR’s 
revenue comes from individually booked rides. 

 
Key Partners 

SendaRide has three key partners: software developers, healthcare facilities, and care 
partners. SendaRide’s software development is outsourced to Trellisys. Trellisys is a software 
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company based in Bangalore, India that assists startups in software and technology. Trellisys 
created SendaRide’s app and their website. SendaRide’s primary key partners and customers are 
hospitals and treatments centers. SendaRide signs contracts with hospitals and treatment centers 
in order to provide certain patients the transportation they need to make it to their appointments. 
Finally, SendaRide does not partner with other ride-sharing companies to supply them with cars. 
Instead, SendaRide’s own drivers supply their own cars. 

  
Marketing 

SendaRide’s marketing strategy is concentrated primarily on social media. SendaRide has a 
Facebook account that has 1300+ likes. They also have an Instagram account that has almost 
3,000 followers. Additionally, they have 2,200+ on their Twitter page. Finally, they have a 
Linkedin page with almost 60 followers. SendaRide promotes their business on each of these 
accounts, where they can interact with customers via posts. SendaRide’s other marketing strategy 
consists of CEO prospecting. Laura Fleet meets with hospital CEOs in order for them to quickly 
adopt SendaRide’s services. This strategy works much quicker than working with lower-level 
hospital staff. 

Blitzscaling Analysis:  

The Blitzscaling strategy consists of a set of practices, developed and popularized by 
Reid Hoffman and Chris Yeh, that guide new ventures through an accelerated path to the stage in 
a startup's life-cycle in which the most value is created. At its core, Blitzscaling prioritizes speed 
over efficiency in an environment of uncertainty.  This is exactly how SendaRide needs to 
position itself now. Before we are able to offer a recommended course of action as to how SaR 
can better prioritize speed, we analyzed the Growth Factors and Limiting Factors that run central 
to the blitzscaling framework. By further understanding the opportunities available to SaR and 
the aspects that are holding it back from mass adoption, the steps that the SaR team must take to 
grow rapidly become clear.  
 

Growth Factors: 
 

Market Size  
SendaRide can capitalize on the available market space by expanding into new cities 

where there is a need for their services. Hospitals, clinics, and doctors’ offices lose 
approximately $150 billion  per year as a result of patients who are not able to make it to their 
appointments (“SendaRide Business Plan”, 2019, p. 3). This is an excellent opportunity to seize 
upon since the number is so large. Additionally, SendaRide can also focus on providing 
transportation for hospital discharges. A hospital discharge is simply when a patient leaves the 
hospital because they no longer need care. There are close to 34 million hospitals across DFW, 
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Houston, Chicago, San Antonio, Denver, Tulsa, Oklahoma City, and St. Louis (OU CCEW). 
Since SendaRide is located in the Midwest, these locations are perfect targets for SendaRide to 
focus on. For these eight cities alone, potential revenue can reach up to $92 million (OU 
CCEW). SendaRide also offers transportation to services such as oncology, dialysis treatment, 
GI, ophthalmology, orthopedics, and urology, with a focus on discharges, oncology, and dialysis 
as these three categories make up 90% of SaR’s earning potential (“SendaRide Business Plan”, 
2019, p. 11). Discharges from dialysis treatment, GI, and ophthalmology in the same eight cities 
number in the millions. Discharges for urology and other procedures number in the hundreds of 
thousands (OU CCEW). Given these numbers, SendaRide’s market size is exceptionally large 
and relatively untouched by SendaRide’s competitors.  
 

Distribution Channels 
SendaRide has the opportunity to grow by expanding its distribution channels. SaR 

currently reaches the majority of its customers through hospital contracts in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. To expand their customer base, SaR can reach out to more hospital locations, and 
implement marketing strategies to increase direct-consumer ride booking through the mobile 
application. However, since there is a higher customer acquisition cost for individuals in 
comparison to hospitals, SaR should focus on getting more hospital contracts. SaR has been 
leveraging its existing networks to establish hospital contracts, so the company needs to acquire 
more C-suite contacts to obtain more contracts.  

Additionally, SaR can go into a more general business of decreasing no-show rates in any 
service-based industry, like dentistry, for example. Targeting a business like a dental office may 
be less lucrative, as most patients come in every six months, but the ride cost of service may be 
lower as SaR could employ less medically experienced drivers to service dentistry offices or 
similar businesses that do not necessarily have patients who require aid.  

 
Gross Margins 
SaR is projected to consistently have a gross margin of 55% since drivers take 45% of 

each ride’s revenue. If SaR wants greater gross margins, they can negotiate higher individual ride 
prices, if it appears the client would be open to it, and then give the drivers around the same 
amount of money, resulting in a decreased percent commission and an increased gross margin. 
Furthermore, SaR can undergo product differentiation and enter other industries where the cost 
of service could be less as briefly discussed in the previous “Distribution Channels” section. 
 

Network Effects 
Does SaR have the potential to become an healthcare industry standard? This depends on 

the amount of hospital contracts it can score, nationwide. To score contracts, SaR would benefit 
from a sales and marketing alignment plan. An inbound marketing campaign can and will 
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generate leads and prospects for salespeople to contact. The goal will be to generate momentum 
in an industry that's notoriously slow!  

Through its multi-sided platform, SaR brings together riders and drivers. The more 
drivers SaR has, the better service they can provide to riders, and the hospitals where they have 
contracts, if there is a high volume of ride requests. The more contracts SaR has in place, leading 
to potentially more rides booked, increases ride opportunities for drivers, so they can earn more 
money and rewards. Overall, increases in SaR usage can bring more value to all parties involved.  

 
  
Limiting Factors: 

 
 Lack of Vision  

SendaRide has a good vision that surely meets a need present in the healthcare sector. 
However, SaR wants their drivers to be experienced in healthcare in order to better connect with 
their customers. The idea makes sense, but it is not necessary for every driver to have that 
experience, especially when the company's intention is to blitzscale. Instead,  SaR should focus 
more on the personality and behavior of their drivers, which will enhance the experience of 
customers. Healthcare experience is great, however it may be irrelevant if the driver isn’t social 
and emphatic to the customer. Furthermore, if the vision of the company is to provide service to 
patients without transportation, SaR drivers should do more than just provide a helping hand to 
customers. This is due to insurance limitations, however if the main product differentiation is a 
helping hand, then it can be easy for their competitors to adopt this aspect. 

 
Lack of Product/Market Fit 
SaR has infiltrated Dallas and already trained/onboarded their drivers. The issue remains 

with acquiring the necessary hospital contracts and customers. Research shows that there's a 
large market for their product in virtually every city, but acquiring the necessary customers 
(hospitals and patients) should have been set in motion prior to touching base in Dallas. Will 
hospitals in Dallas, and in other cities, buy in? In order to blitzscale, the company needs to 
acquire strategic partnerships and more healthcare industry super-connectors outside of their 
hometown that will allow SaR to reach their target prospect sooner. 

Because SendaRide does not offer a wider variety of health care related destinations, or a 
“multiple-stops” option, the company is not fully meeting patients’ health related transportation 
needs. This is because the average patient will need to go to multiple healthcare facilities for 
their treatment, sometimes in the same day. SendaRide needs to offer more types of healthcare 
destinations and a multiple-stops option in order to remain competitive in the healthcare 
transportation industry and more closely meet the needs of patients. This will enable the 
company to grow their customer base among both healthcare businesses and patients alike, 
ultimately increasing SaR’s sales and market share.  
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Lack of Operational Scalability  
Many aspects of SendaRide’s business model and sales channels limit its operational 

scalability. SendaRide’s ability to scale is currently dependent on hospitals and other health care 
clinics signing contracts which secure SaR as their official provider of patient non-emergency 
transportation. Thus far in the lifetime of the business, the hospitals have been acquired because 
of the personal and professional network of the CEO, which is not a sustainable sales channel in 
the long term. Another significant challenge to operational scalability is the current training 
process for new drivers and the recruitment channels from which drivers are identified. Drivers 
are recruited exclusively from the healthcare industry and are trained in person by other 
experienced drivers which makes it hard to launch the business in many distant locations at once. 
There is a limited supply of drivers from the healthcare industry and if all new drivers must be 
trained in-person, this will drastically slow down the companies ability to blitzscale. One area 
where the business is strong in its operational scalability is in regard to the technology itself 
which can be downloaded anywhere and used relatively easily by drivers and healthcare 
providers alike. Integration of SaR’s platform with the hospital’s will further facilitate SaR use 
and adaptation in hospitals with newly signed contracts.  

SaR manually tracks AR and invoices their clients on a weekly basis. If not automated 
soon (or outsourced to a designated team), this will create a huge operational issue down the line 
as the company scales. 

Proposed Scope of Work 

After analyzing SendaRide and researching the market comprehensively, we have 
developed an action plan that will best position SaR for effective blitzscaling. First, we recognize 
the need to add an additional revenue stream and see immense potential in the intellectual 
property SendaRide possesses for automatic video camera takeover of driver’s phones. By 
licensing this innovative technology, SaR will be able to supplement their initial funding round 
and increase their budget for crucial activities such as industry networking, further investment in 
human capital and effective marketing campaigns. Our area of focus pertains to standardizing a 
timeline of action across city launches to ensure that the process is iterative and that SaR is 
taking lessons learned from each launch into the next. By having one set structured timeline for 
each launch, they will better be able to hold themselves accountable and be assured that no key 
action item is overlooked. Lastly, we strongly recommend that SendaRide invest heavily in a 
strong inbound marketing strategy as we have laid out. Should SendaRide implement the 
suggestions as follows, they will be able to achieve their current goals and far surpass their initial 
expectations.  
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The Recommended Course of Action:  

 
I. Liscense In-House Intellectual Property 

One way SendaRide can raise revenue and expand market share is to license the patent 
technology that they own. Laura Fleet, SendARide’s CEO, described how SendaRide has a 
pending patent on the technology that allows SendaRide to take over the video chat feature of a 
SaR driver’s phone during rides. The technology allows SendaRide to listen into and watch the 
ride in order to ensure that nothing unacceptable happens. All of the data from the rides are 
stored in a database. This technology could be licensed to law enforcement and other 
ride-sharing services, especially to ride-sharing services that transport kids.  

SaR can expand upon its mission of safety in healthcare transportation by licensing its 
patented video and voice recording technology to the law enforcement industry, specifically 
police departments. Licensing this technology to police departments would allow citizens to feel 
safer as surveillance could decrease police brutality or discrimination incidences. The police 
fatally shot 992 people in 2018, and when one reviews 2019 shootings case by case, the majority 
of the cases do not have body cam recording (Tate, Jenkins, Rich, Muyskens, 2019), even though 
20 to 50% of police officers wear body cameras. The issue is police officers can control their 
body cameras as they have access to the power button (Selby, 2017). Since SaR’s technology 
uniquely prevents individuals from controlling the recording functions, SaR can solve this issue 
of body cameras ineffectively policing 
officers. Working with police departments 
where police brutality has been an issue to 
adapt SaR’s technology could decrease 
unwarranted police shooting incidences and 
improve employee quality control in police 
departments. Both Oklahoma and Texas have 
a high incidence of shootings relative to other 
states (see Figure 3), so SaR can conveniently 
attempt to license their technology in the same 
locations where they launched: Oklahoma 
City, Tulsa, and Dallas (Tate et al., 2019). 
There could potentially be some resistance 
from the police to implementation of such 
technology, but SaR can also go through local 
governments to legally require surveillance of 
on-shift police officers.  
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Ride-sharing services for kids, such as Zūm and HopSkipDrive, depend on parents’ 
confidence in the safety of the service. Zūm drivers undergo screening, vetting, and inspection 
before employment (“Zūm is Built”). HopSkipDrive requires their drivers to go through fifteen 
points of certification to become a driver (HopSkip). Given these stringent requirements, 
licensing the patent to services like this could add an extra layer of safety and security and it 
would bring in funds for SendaRide. Additionally, the National Poll on Children’s Health 
reported that 73% of parents are concerned about their teens using ride sharing services due to 
the driver being distracted by texting and calling (Are Ride). 67% of parents were worried about 
their teens being sexually harassed/assaulted by the drivers (Are Ride). Other concerns parents 
have ranged from drug and alcohol use by the driver and lack of safety measures (seat belts,etc.). 
Given this data, if parents knew that drivers had to use SendaRide’s phone technology, their 
concerns would most likely decrease significantly. This would result in parents allowing their 
kids to use ride-sharing services more - increasing revenue for the ride-sharing service and 
SendaRide. 

Most companies that license patents charge a royalty between 2% to 20% of net revenues 
(Patent). If SendaRide can clearly present the innovative technology that it has, then they have a 
great opportunity to bring in much-needed funds into the company. The main problem with 
licensing this technology will most likely come from hesitance from drivers or law enforcement 
officers to use it. If SendaRide chooses to license the technology to non-NEMT ride sharing 
services like Uber and Lyft, then the companies might be reluctant to use it due to its potential 
effects on turnover rates. These companies already face exceptionally high turnover rates among 
drivers and technology like this might scare off drivers and potential drivers over fears of privacy 
concerns. This is why SendaRide’s marketing team has to work closely with a patent lawyer in 
order to ensure that other companies will want to adopt the patent and not infringe upon it. 
 
II. City Launch Road Map and Protocol 

SendaRide has established a growing network of hospital and various care provider 
contacts in the cities of DFW, Houston, and Chicago. We have identified these cities as viable 
options to scale to immediately due to the immense value they would bring in expanding 
SendaRide’s nationwide reach in high demand areas, to then generate the necessary working 
capital to launch in untouched cities. DFW, Houston, and Chicago, collectively, have the highest 
hospital discharge rates across all areas of interest, which in conjunction with other appointment 
needs such as dialysis, orthopedics, etc. could bring in greater than $35 million per location.  

Given the presence that SendaRide has established in DFW in terms of developing 
relationships with hospitals and onboarding a fleet of certified drivers, it would be ideal to begin 
by first achieving full rollout in this region. In doing so, SendaRide can align its business model 
to the state of Texas and its unique regulations, and leverage this knowledge of process and 
procedure to then launch their service into other areas of the state. Additionally, being that the 
establishment of hospital contracts will likely provide insight as to what sales strategies have 
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worked in Dallas, this can then work to create a roadmap for which additional institutions 
SendaRide will allocate resources into securing.  

With the successful establishment of hospital contracts in DFW, SendaRide would own 
its first fully operational service in this region. The continued expansion to Houston in close 
proximity would comply with SendaRide’s incentive to use existing drivers to train new hires, 
and convenience its drivers who would need to travel to a new area to assist in the onboarding 
process. Being that Houston is home to a total of 173 hospitals which is approximately 40% of 
total institutions in Texas, it is crucial that SendaRide trains a vast group to cover this area in 
space and volume.  

Scaling to the Chicago Metroplex would allow SendaRide to gather new metrics in 
operating in an area that will likely warrant shorter ride durations and provide access to a broader 
pool of qualified drivers. This will also assist in creating a model to reference when scaling to the 
greater metropolitan areas of New York City and Los Angeles. Utilizing the capital generated 
from market dominance in Texas, SendaRide can allocate appropriate resources necessary to 
probe Chicago of potential hospital and healthcare provider partnerships. Since Chicago is home 
to a total of 116 hospitals alone and averages upwards of 5M inpatient and outpatient discharges 
per year, this presents a highly lucrative market to achieve first-scaler advantage on by 
leveraging SendaRide’s foundation of loose contacts that already exist.  

 

 

 
Presently, DFW, Houston, and Chicago represent the highest potential revenue-earning 

cities for SaR’s services in terms of demand. In order to fuel SaR’s eventual nationwide 
expansion, scaling to these locations first will allow it to meet its aggressive target to add five 
more locations to its market share by 2020. First, SaR must perfect its sales approach and 
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implementation strategies while scaling to the above three locations this year, in order to not only 
meet but exceed its own goals before scaling at a rate of 5+ locations per year.  
  
Standard Timeline for New City Launch 
  

In order to maximize the probability that SendaRide “blitzscales” effectively, some level 
of increased standardization across and between city launches is crucial. Though each city and 
hospital will have unique needs and challenges, we have proposed a set of best practices in the 
form of a timeline that will serve as a framework to be used when planning launches. More 
importantly than the steps themselves is the iterative nature of the process. SendaRide must 
constantly be evaluating and analyzing which practices are effective for all key activities and 
which tactics need further development. With the goal of launching in three new cities within 
2019, the ideal average time from first outreach to hospitals to successful patient ride should aim 
to be four months. As SendaRide grows, the process adapts and develops, and this timeline will 
condense, but for the time being, we will focus on these next three cities.  

Phase 1- Establish Contacts- First Month- The initial step in any new city must be 
establishing contacts within hospitals, dialysis centers and other large health providers in order to 
secure the necessary contracts. These sales leads will be garnered using three primary methods. 
First, SendaRide will continue to utilize the existing contacts and network of contacts of health 
professionals and then combine that with referrals from existing contracted hospitals. Second, 
with the additional revenue stream that the licensing provides, SendaRide will now be positioned 
to take advantage of more industry events such as the HIMSS Annual Conference and Patient 
Experience Conference and simultaneously focus on garnering support of the American Medical 
Association and hospital networks nationwide. By broadening the reach beyond existing contacts 
and effectively tapping into existing networks of health professionals, we will be able to secure 
contracts more efficiently and from a wider array of hospitals. Lastly, we strongly urge 
SendaRide to target medical schools and build relationships with executives within these 
establishments that can make priceless introductions through their vast placement and referral 
networks. Many medical schools have several hospitals and health centers under their name 
which would allow for a shorter sales cycle and quicker adoption rates within cities.  

Phase 2- Recruit Drivers- Second Month - After establishing strong leads and reaching 
out to health partners in every new city, the next phase focuses on the recruitment and 
onboarding of drivers. The sourcing drivers mechanisms are just as important as the timing of the 
recruitment itself because if drivers are recruited too late, then SendaRide’s key value 
proposition of serving as a convenient, safe ride-sharing service would be highly jeopardized. If 
the drivers are brought on too early, however, then they may grow restless and leave the 
company before an initial ride becomes available. 
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Drivers Needed    

  DFW Houston Chicago 

Annual Discharges 11168260 11059785.64 11407874.98 

Daily Discharges 30598 30301 31254 

Daily SendARide Type 
Discharges 

306 303 313 

Rides/Hour 12.7 12.6 13.0 

Rides occurring during peak 
hours 

38 38 39 

Drivers needed to hire 421 417 430 

With 50% SF 631 625 645 

 
Drivers will continue to be recruited from referrals from existing drivers, Indeed postings and job 
fairs. Additionally, SendaRide will market the driver opportunity by attending the previously 
mentioned conferences and by advertising in healthcare dense spaces. The professional recruiter 
will oversee the implementation of this process and trained drivers from other cities will 
certainly continue to come train new drivers. Overtime, a formal handbook, curriculum and 
webinars can be created to make geographic expansion even more feasible.  

Phase 3- Sign Contracts- Third Month - Once the workforce of drivers is established 
and onboarded, the next step is securing the contracts with the hospitals and other health 
providers. By this point you will already have access to the key decision maker and understand 
what the needs are of that specific hospital. Expectations are now to be set between SendaRide 
and these key stakeholders as to what both parties are bringing to the table. In addition to settling 
the legal components and structure of the contract, SendaRide must take the opportunity to 
establish how exactly the software and service will be rolled out. Phase 3 is where a SaR driver 
must be assigned the role of overseeing implementation within the hospital setting and can act as 
the “SendaRide Representative” and resource for an organization. Initial training will take place 
for a total of 2 hours to align employees, and additional time can be allotted per an organization’s 
needs. The success of the SaR representative will then be measured and evaluated regularly to 
ensure an effective launch and they will be expected to reach key metrics at the end of every 
week so that the launch remains on track. All of this must be included in the contract in some 
capacity to hold both partners accountable.  
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Phase 4- Train and Implement- Fourth Month - Now at the final official phase of 
launch, the priority is ensuring and incentivizing use of the service. In addition to making sure 
our drivers feel recognized, appreciated and valued, the staff of the hospitals now must be 
formally educated and trained as to how best utilize SendaRide as a tool for scheduling rides for 
patients. Manuals and instructions for how to schedule rides should be placed at desks of staff, 
advertisement targeting riders needs to be placed in patients’ rooms as well as waiting rooms to 
create buzz and build name recognition, and frequent training sessions with staff must be well 
attended. On the drivers side, as they wait for patients to schedule appointments in the early and 
slower days, we must maintain interaction and keep the drivers engaged through professional 
development trainings. Following up with the drivers and riders to garner feedback on the overall 
experience is especially crucial as our early adopters hold significant insight into the strengths of 
the service and bugs within the system. 

Phase 5- Problem Shooting and Quality Standardization- Ongoing - Once Phases 1-4 
have been executed successfully and all three cities have had meaningful and lucrative launches, 
Phase 5 becomes the primary focus. These newly launched cities must still be nurtured and under 
no circumstance neglected. By following up with and maintaining close contact with the hospital 
representatives, SendaRide can quickly identify any key problems and mitigate the risk of any 
early blunder getting out of hand. Within the SendaRide team, there should be regional 
representatives who can act as the first line of defense and work to continuously build new 
partnerships amongst and within the local health care networks.While launching in new cities, it 
is important to make sure we are still constantly expanding to more hospitals within the cities 
we’ve already launched so that we become the number one non-emergency rideshare product on 
the market. By creating a network of volunteers and advocates for the importance of SendaRide, 
we will create buzz within the city, gain press attention and ideally secure contracts with some of 
the most important health care providers within each state.  
 
III. B2B Inbound Marketing Campaign  

 
The Unique Challenges of B2B Marketing in Healthcare  

 
B2B companies operating within the healthcare sector have observed that reaching the right 
prospect for their product or service has become increasingly difficult (SmartBug Media, 2017). 
These companies often experience or struggle with: 
 

● Reaching patients instead of healthcare organizations (their true target prospect). 
● A prolonged sales cycle.  
● Frustration with the lack of innovation in the industry, or with strict regulations and other 

potential growth limiters. 
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Digital marketing has largely “upended the entire sales funnel as today’s buyers start their 
journey down the sales pipeline before even coming into contact with their first vendor” 
(SmartBug Media, 2017). 
 
But, research shows that healthcare marketing lags two years behind in the use and 
implementation of content marketing (SmartBug Media, 2017). 
 

 

 
 
“...It’s no surprise that we often talk about the importance of content marketing as part of a 
healthcare IT company’s strategy. The beauty of content marketing is that you can influence a 
wide group of stakeholders with your content as opposed to a salesperson who likely only 
builds a 1-to-1 relationship with only one person in the decision-making tree” (Healthcare IT 
Marketing and PR Conference, 2016) 
 
As a subject matter expert, you need to provide the information your prospect is already 
searching for BEFORE your competitor does. 
 
“I recently asked a CIO at a large hospital system in the US what she finds most important in 
firms that she chooses to work with. I can tell you that none of the items in the above list [better 
patient outcomes, efficiencies, cost savings, patient safety, etc.] even came to her mind. She 
assumes you better be able to do those things....she cited attributes like integrity, honesty, being 
proactive, intelligent and a strong listener. Not exactly something you’ll see in the standard 
feature/benefit column. There’s an important lesson to be learned here. The companies that are 
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most successful in marketing to providers are the ones that certainly solve problems, but also 
bring strong human qualities into their product and service mix. But this is tricky, right? 
“Human qualities” aren’t something you necessarily talk about; it’s something you do. But how 
do you demonstrate this when you aren’t even working together yet?” 
(Healthcare IT Marketing and PR Conference, 2016) 
 
Pursuing and developing the right content will establish your company as an industry expert, 
help you target/convert the right prospect, and combat all other industry woes.  Your objective 
should be to start by creating and sharing the right message, then pivot accordingly. 
 
“Things like integrity and honesty are proven over time. However, once it’s built, it’s a powerful 
and unique attribute that’s hard to replicate by other companies” (Healthcare IT Marketing and 
PR Conference, 2016). 
 

Unique Challenges Call for Unique Solutions 
 
The following roadmap consists of our best inbound marketing recommendations guaranteed to 
generate lead growth for SaR. In each section, we outline SaR’s current strategy, present 
example solutions already implemented by competitors or leading inbound marketing experts, 
provide the research or reasoning for the solution, and offer a customized example specific to 
SaR.  
 

1. Hiring an inbound marketing professional 
a. SaR does not currently have an experienced marketing professional on its team. In 

order to implement a solid strategy, inbound marketing cannot be left up to the 
current team’s capacity, nor can it be a “side project”. It must be the centerpiece 
of your marketing strategy, oversaught by a professional familiar with inbound 
marketing methodologies (SmartBug Media, 2017). Inbound marketing requires 
dedication and patience, thus, developing a 6-month to year-long plan (with 
built-in reevaluation or pivoting) is usually standard. Results will not happen 
overnight, which is all the more reason why there should be a dedicated person to 
maintain content creating and output. 

2. Developing content and building presence 
a. Blog 

i. Given that SaR has already four developed buyer personas, a great place 
to start would be to develop a blog targeted towards those personas (i.e., 
addressing their specific challenges or questions). This will help build 
trust, “increasing the chances of converting visitors into leads and leads 
into sales” (Responsify, 2018). Competitors Zum and Circulation both 
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have blogs, Circulation’s being the most developed and consistent (see 
below). 

ii. To start, we recommend aiming to post a blog at least twice a week. One 
of our teammates is the marketing coordinator at Criteria for Success, a 
management consulting firm that runs a successful B2B sales blog 
(received 300,000 views in 2018). She recommends creating a content 
calendar (see her company’s example below) with a name-rotation 
schedule so that each team member contributes to the blog. Additionally, 
we recommend creating a monthly theme (see below) on a popular topic 
your target buyer would be interested in, and using a SEO keyword 
generator to find popular keywords pertaining to that theme (see examples 
below). This automates and simplifies the process.  

iii. According to a HubSpot study, more than 60% of marketers acknowledge 
the importance of SEO for generating organic traffic (Responsify, 2018). 
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SaR Blog: May’s Theme SEO Keywords Potential Titles 

Technology in Healthcare future of healthcare 
healthcare innovation 
healthcare transportation 
NEMT 
nursing technology 
healthcare software 
healthcare and technology 
healthcare management 
care technology 
electronic health records 
healthcare solutions 
chatbots in healthcare 

5 Reasons for Chatbots in 
Healthcare 
 
The Future of Healthcare: 3 
Predictions for 2020 
 
Weekly Recap: What’s New 
in the World of NEMT? 
 
Will Self-Driving Vehicles 
Have An Impact on 
Healthcare Solutions? 
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b. Newsletter 
i. A simple, concise newsletter promotes your content (or product) and 

nurtures your leads. “The aim of lead nurturing is to convert your ideal 
leads into qualified leads and eventually into buyers” (Responsify, 2018). 
Currently, SaR does not have a developed newsletter campaign. But, like a 
blog, a newsletter is another low-cost option that’ll produce attractive 
results (LyntonWeb, 2018). 

ii. To start, we recommend creating and implementing a monthly newsletter 
campaign. Then, generating subsequent workflow emails that’ll nurture 
your leads and push them down the sales funnel. Content-wise, this 
newsletter can include some of your top performing blog posts, healthcare 
trends, or, could educate your prospect about your product, offer 
testimonials, and more. The point of the email campaign is to re-engage 
your leads and provide consistent value (see examples below). 
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Fig. 12 - Sample Email Newsletter: Driver Recruitment 

 
c. Social Media 

i. SaR has attempted to create a presence on social media, but it’s posting is 
inconsistent and content generally impersonal or promotional. Only 31% 
of healthcare professionals use social media for professional networking 
(NCBI, 2017) and in B2B marketing, social media is usually less lucrative. 
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However, creating a presence on social is low cost and still useful for 
distinguishing oneself as a subject matter expert. It also helps foster the 
company’s relationship with their prospect. 

ii. The two most important platforms for SaR are LinkedIn and Twitter, as 
each contain the prospects or networks SaR is looking to connect with. 
Twitter, especially, can also double as a customer service platform, since 
it’s popular for connecting businesses with their customers. As a company, 
you can receive quick feedback and troubleshoot any issues accordingly. 

iii. To start, we recommend using a post scheduler app like Sprout Social. 
Separate from being a convenient tool that’ll allow you to schedule posts 
in advance, Sprout also allows you to keep tabs on popular industry news. 
You can then develop a queue that’ll repost news from different sources 
and you’ll slowly establish yourself as THE content source for all industry 
news on each platform. This technique also builds your following and 
fosters relationships with other, like-minded companies or industry 
experts, which will in turn benefit you when they decide to repost your 
content.  

             

 
 

d. Other - eBooks, Podcasts, Webinars 
i. Once SaR develops the initial areas of its inbound marketing campaign, it 

can then proceed to creating quarterly eBooks on popular topics, a weekly 
podcast, or educational webinars. There’s no limit as to where or how 
content can take form and produce incredible results.  
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e. Other - In-Person Marketing: Pop-Up Events  
i. Experiential marketing is a growing trend. In short, this involves 

marketing a product or a service through an experience that’ll engage the 
customers and create an emotional attachment to the product/service 
(NGData, 2017). Pop-up events are one example of experiential 
marketing where businesses will create a physical presence in places 
where their target consumer is frequently located in order to build brand 
awareness and generate leads.  

ii. For SaR, this would be an ideal opportunity to get in the faces of both 
patients and hospital professionals. Experiential events at hospitals or near 
hospital campuses could also serve as prime opportunity to collect 
information (i.e. emails) and follow-up with SaR’s newsletter. These 
events could be as simple as tabling in, outside, or near hospital campuses, 
generally spreading awareness about the product, or renting a booth at a 
industry-wide conference. The up-front cost would likely be more than 
general digital marketing costs, but well worth it. More so, there are plenty 
of other opportunities that’ll allow SaR to meet industry professionals 
(and, consumers) in person. SaR could table anywhere from at the local 
library to near senior citizen homes in target cities and quickly raise 
awareness of the service. Similarly, SaR could create an industry event, 
invite key players in a target area of choice and charge a ticket fee for 
putting the show together, which could pay off the event startup costs. 
Networking events don’t have to be out of reach or too expensive!  

3. A Passion for Metrics 
a. Finally, in order to nurture success, the inbound marketing professional must have 

a passion for metrics. In order to produce attractive results, the marketing team 
must be aware of algorithm changes, new marketing trends, and simply - what 
works versus what does not.  

 
IV. New Product Features: Multiple Destinations & Multiple Stops  

I. Multiple Healthcare Facility Destinations: 
A. Typical healthcare facilities in the United States include but are not limited to the 

following (Flavin):  
1. Ambulatory Surgical Centers 
2. Birth Centers 
3. Clinics & Medical Offices 
4. Dialysis Centers 
5. Hospice Homes 
6. Hospitals 
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7. Imaging and Radiology Centers 
8. Mental Health and Addiction Treatment Centers 
9. Nursing Homes 
10. Orthopedic and Other Rehabilitation Centers 
11. Urgent Care 
12. Pharmacies 

B. SendaRide can already add in these types of destinations without needing to form 
any initial business partnerships. By simply empowering the patient and health 
provider to choosing where the patient wants to go, SaR will better meet the needs 
of all parties involved. Additionally, the company will also be able to build out a 
map of the average patient recovery journey (including the average types of health 
facilities they need to go to in a single day, and throughout their recovery 
journey).  

II. Multiple Stops:  
A. In both Uber and Lyft, passengers can add multiple stops just by clicking on the + 

sign to the right of the address field. They can add up to two extra stops for a total 
of three stops per ride. Passengers can also add multiple stops mid-trip by tapping 
on the driver’s info on the Uber app or Lyft app followed by tapping “add or 
change” in the current trip area. That way, if they need to pick up a friend or make 
a quick stop on their way home, they can do it right then and there (Ridester). 

B. By adding a multiple stops feature this SendaRide will be able to upsell patients 
and businesses alike, while also making the patient traveling experience easier by 
allowing them to add in the multiple and assisting them with all of their daily 
health care transportation needs.  

 

Implementation Financials 

To assess the financial feasibility and promise of our proposal, we prepared some highly 
conservative projections of the suggested expenses to implement our proposal, along with the 
potential new sources of revenue. As mentioned in the “Recommended Course of Action”, we 
suggest a streamlined training protocol for hospital staff, the hiring of more regional 
representatives, and a larger media presence. 

Assumptions 
I. SaR Software Training:  If SaR sends one driver per location to train the hospital staff to 

use SaR and pays the driver $15/hour ($3 more than a driver’s baseline salary) for the 
training session, which takes up to 3 hours, then the projected costs for the 3 target 
locations for 2019 will be approximately as shown in figure 14. For 2020 and 2021, the 
training costs are projected to double as SaR will be expanding to 6 locations each year. 
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In actuality, the training cost should be less as it is unlikely that 100% of hospitals will 
sign a contract with SaR. 

 
SaR Software Training Costs 

Locations Expanding to:  Dallas  Houston  Chicago 

Driver Training Wages (per 
hour) 

$15  $15  $15 

Number of Hospitals  190  173  116 

Cost for 3 Hours of Training at 
Each Facility if 100% Contracts 

are Signed 
$8,550  $7,785  $5,220 

Total Hours Invested  570  519  348 

Total      $21,555 

         Fig. 14 - Parameters for SaR drivers to lead software training in healthcare institutions 
 

II. Regional Representatives: In the SendaRide 2019 Projections excel file, there was a new 
personnel position for a customer support representative. We are suggesting a similar 
position for regional representatives and thus should have a similar salary of $31,200. 
Assuming that SaR could benefit from an additional regional representative to manage 
the new location in Chicago, Illinois, we projected that SaR would hire one regional 
representative in 2019. In 2020, we suggest having two regional representatives, one in 
the South and the other in the Midwest, to facilitate management of the 6 new locations 
in addition to the initial locations. We project hiring a third representative in 2021 to 
manage the 6 new locations for that year. 

III. Marketing: We suggest that SaR hires an inbound marketing strategist to strengthen 
SaR’s business to business marketing. The average salary for an inbound marketing 
strategist is approximately $60 K (“Average Inbound”, 2019). The cost of a professional 
membership with HubSpot, which can manage search engine optimization, sending 
newsletters, and call to action (CTA) campaigns, costs about $10 K annually (HubSpot). 
The proposed social media post scheduling application, Sprout Social, includes a 30 day 
free trial and costs around $1800 per year (“Try Sprout”, 2019). Both pop-up events and 
conferences can have varying costs depending on the allocated budget. For the HIMSS 
conference, we projected that it would cost around $3000 if SaR rents at least 56 square 
feet of space for their table (“HIMSS19”, 2019). The remaining $3000 can be used to 
attend another conference, such as the patient experience conference. 

IV. Licensing Revenue from Ride-Sharing Companies: If SaR licenses their patented 
technology to Zūm, HopSkipDrive, and police departments, it will establish new 
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profitable revenue streams. As previously mentioned, companies typically charge a 
royalty ranging from 2% to 20% of net revenue (Patent). If SaR earns a 2% royalty on 
Zūm’s and HopSkipDrive’s revenue, which is estimated to be approximately $1 M for 
each company, then SaR can earn $20 K each year from each company in licensing fees 
("HopSkipDrive", 2019) ("Zum", 2019). Additionally, with SaR's licensed features, the 
mentioned ride-sharing services are expected to book more rides as more parents will 
trust that their kids will remain safe. This expected growth along with each company's 
own growth strategies means that each year, the companies’ revenue should increase, so 
SaR will eventually earn more from the 2% licensing commission. 

V. Licensing Revenue from Police Departments: If SaR charges a $50 licensing fee per 
officer using their technology and targets one location each year, then SaR will earn 
approximately the amounts projected in figure 16. Body cameras range from $199 to 
$2000, so SaR would be offering a highly competitive price point (Hung, Babin, Coberly, 
2016, p. 4-28). In 2019, SaR could make a licensing deal with the Oklahoma City police 
department, which has 1113 officers (see Figure 15). In 2020 and 2021, SaR could make 
licensing deals with Tulsa and Dallas, respectively.  

 
Police Department  Officers 

Oklahoma City  1113 

Tulsa  747 

Dallas  3279 

 
 
VI. Funding Needs: Funding needs for the proposal were calculated by subtracting the total 

expected licensing revenue from the projected total costs. In this way, the licensing 
revenue can offset some of the recommended expenses and minimize the need for outside 
funding.  
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Costs  2019  2020  2021 

SaR Software Training  $21,555  $43,110  $43,110 

Regional Representatives  $31,200  $62,400  $93,600 

Inbound Marketing 
Strategist  $60,000  $60,000  $60,000 

HubSpot Marketing  $10,000  $10,000  $10,000 

Sprout Social  $1,800  $1,800  $1,800 

Pop-Up Events  $4,000  $4,000  $4,000 

Conferences  $6,000  $6,000  $6,000 

Total Costs  $134,555  $187,310  $218,510 

Licensing Revenue: 
HopSkipDrive  $20,000  $20,000  $20,000 

Licensing Revenue: Zūm  $20,000  $20,000  $20,000 

Licensing Revenue: Police 
Departments  $55,650  $93,000  $256,950 

Total Licensing Revenue  $95,650  $133,000  $296,950 

Funding Needs  $38,905  $54,310  -$78,440 

Conclusion 

 
Our proposal offers SendaRide a multifaceted analysis of their current performance and 

projections for what their future could be. By licensing their intellectual property, launching in 
new cities strategically, implementing the proposed B2B inbound marketing campaign, and 
incorporating the new features into the product itself, SaR will exponentially increase its 
potential for long-term success and short-term rapid growth.  It is our sincere hope that these 
suggestions are explored further and implemented as the leadership team sees fit and we are 
eager to continue consulting for SendaRide throughout their blitzscaling journey.  
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